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back to be reproduced. All those things he does.
(You know in Norman one of the civic clubs has a program where they go around to
the different schools and they test the kids' eyesight, and they also give dental
checks, and if they find kids need glasses and they can't afford them, or if they
have to have work on their teeth and thei,r folks can't afford it, they take them
and get that done—)
Well, we have Indian clinic at El Reno^' Watonga, Kingfisher, Clinton, I think and
one at Weatherford.

Indian clincis where they fit the kids with glasses and dental

work. Take them to dentists. Other ,than that their home condition still may not
be acceptable to fit in among the white kids.
(Does anybody ever come to the schools, though? Like ifight here in Geary, to check
their eyes?)
Yeah, there's a mobile service that comes down from there in town and they check
all the kids and see to their needs, their physical examination and diagnosis
r

and all those things. They keep proper care of them, but when they're gone, well
they go, that's all..
(Bobby: Now is this done right at the school?)
Yeah. They get the list of them that needs help from the school. Then they take
them to a dentist or this/eye-- *
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(Bobby: Then this mobile unit goes to the schools and that's where they do the
check-up?)
Yeah. Yeah.-
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(Bobby: So in other words if the. kids are in need of dental treatment or eye
treatment, they'll get it?)
Yeah.
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(Do they help any of the Kinda fcds that need; like, glasses, or tooth work?)
As many of 'em a^ they found that need them, they take care of them. Even adults,
too.
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(Bobby; When you made this one suggestion that you'd like to see-that would be for

